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Abstract
It is estimated that more than half a million Poles moved to the UK after
2004 Poland adherence a he EU in a rela i el hor period of ime in
comparison with other migrant groups. The Polish migrants in the UK
have been initially portrayed in a number of studies as young, single and
transient while in the last period they were seen as settling in the British
society and bringing their families to live with them (White 2016). The
massive arrivals had significant impacts on many parts of the British
society, but especially it transformed the Catholic Parishes in the UK
(Trzebiatowska 2010). As increasing numbers of Poles settled in the UK,
they started to search for masses in their native language and many Polish
Catholic Churches emerged in the UK (Gill 2010). Even if there is
significant research on migration of Poles to the UK in English, Polish and
o her lang age , here i li le re earch on he Poli h migran religio
experiences (Gallagher and Trzebiatowska 2017). This is surprising since
Poles are known as being religious and the importance of Catholic Church
in the lives of Polish migrants living in other destination countries was
already covered (Gallagher 2014b)(Gallagher and Trzebiatowska 2017).
Introduction
This paper10 focuses on one crucial a pec of he Poli h migran religio
experiences in the UK, namely the social capital formation in religious
organizations. Religion as social capital has been for long used as a key
concept to understand migration of Polish to the UK, with a extensive body
of literature on its role in various migration stages (White 2016). However,
far less attention was given to younger age-groups Polish migrants.
Typically, the young Polish migrants in the UK were absent in the
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academic debates on religion as social capital in migration settings. This is
a surprising situation considering the plethora of religious associations and
activities across the UK in which many Polish young migrants are
involved, the increasing literature on social capital were youth are seen as
creating their own social capital within religious organizations, and the
tendency of Polish parents to encourage their children t spend time with
other Polish peers.
This paper draws from an ongoing research project at Babeș-Bolyai
University in Cluj-Napoca, Romania, aiming to compare the formation of
social capital among Polish and Romanian youth. It draws from a
fieldwork organized in 2016 and 2017 when I conducted participant
observations and semi-structured interviews with 12 priests, leaders of
religious associations, and young Polish migrants living in the UK.
The paper begins by reviewing the literature on social capital formation
and religion as social capital. I than present a summary of the existent
research on religious as social capital in the migration context, with a
pecial foc
on migran o h o n ocial capi al forma ion i hin
religious associations before moving to discuss the main findings of the
paper.
Theorizing social capital formation by youth migrants in religious
settings
Social capital is one of the most debated concepts in the social sciences. The
effects of social capital in facilitating economic development, lowering the
costs of economic transactions or fostering democratic development are
well documented in many areas of social sciences. Despite its large usage,
there is still an ongoing debate on how to define and measure it (Zhou
2014). Among the most well known definitions of social capital, Coleman
(1990) sees social capital as a set of moral resources, Putnam (2000) as the
resources generated from human interaction while (Portes 2000; Portes and
DeWind 2007) a (1) a o rce of ocial con rol, (2) a o rce of famil mediated benefits, and (3) a source of resources mediated by nonfamily
ne ork . Concep all , a ignifican di inc ion in he li era ure on social
capital regards the level of analysis. Adler and Kwon (2009) argue that
definitions of social capital fall into two categories: those that focus on the
individual level (social relations people develop by social interaction, see
for instance (De Carolis and Saparito 2006); (Furseth 2008b; Portes 2000;
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Portes and DeWind 2007)(Tzanakis 2013) and those concerned with the
organization level (patterns of interaction and the norms and values
promoted and practiced within an organization, see Putnam 1993, Coleman
1988). However, the two levels of analysis are not mutually exclusive, with
much of the recent literature arguing that are rather inter-linked.
For the purposes of this paper where the social capital formation among
o h Poli h migran in he UK i re earched, I adop Adler and K on
definition of social capi al: ocial capi al i a re o rce for indi id al and
collective actors created by configuration and content of the network of
heir more or le d rable ocial rela ion (2009, 93). The ame a hor
claim that social capital, like any type of capital, possesses some unique
features, such as its need for maintenance (social relations need to be
carefully maintained, otherwise they are eroded), its lack of depreciation
(in fact, social capital grows by using it) and its location (not with the actor
but between actors, in the social relations) (Adler and Kwon, 2009, 94-95).
Research on social capital generated by religious involvement is mostly
grounded in the American context, with much of it exploring the positive
effects of religious participation on social capital (Furseth 2008a). The
ability of religion-driven bonds to contribute to the creation of social capital
is underlined, among others by Levitt and Hejtmanek (2009) and Putnam
(2000). However, social capital produced in the context of religious
participation is constrained by structural factors reflecting the internal
political culture of each church (Wood 1999), therefore not all religious
institutions are equally effective in cultivating social capital. The place of
religion within society, the relationship between church and state and the
importance of the social mission assumed by each religious organization
are all intervening factors in predicting religious sources of social capital
creation (Furseth 2008b).
Some authors also note that the size of the congregation and the type of
relationships developed within (horizontal vs. vertical) are important in the
process of creating social capital (Smidt 2003, Foley and Hoge 2007). For
example, religious organizations structured around a system of horizontal
authority mechanism seem to be better equipped at generating social
capital than their vertical counterparts (Coleman 2003, Putnam 2007).
Additionally, not all members of a religious community will increase their
social capital equally, by participating. Research shows that those placed at
a higher socio-economic level will indeed gain more social capital (Foley
and Hoge 2007). In the same lines, ethnically homogeneous congregations
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were observed as real hubs for enforceable trust which can lead to
entrepreneurial development (Portes and Sensenbrenner, 2001).
When referring to the nature of social capital developed within religious
organizations, one of the most important distinctions is that between
bonding and bridging social capital. Bonding social capital refers to the
internal or in-gro p ocial ie , he o called rong ie , hile he bridging
social capital is usually understood as the out-of-the-group or external
social ties, the so called `weak ties` (Katila and Wahlbeck 2012). In other
words, it is important to assess whether the norms and values internalized
in the process of religious participation have applicability outside of that
particular community, thus influencing society in general, or whether
bonding takes precedence over bridging, and religious participation creates
a tightly knit community that reinforces specific identities without creating
any spill-over effect (Paxton 2002). However, it is also worth discussing
what means internal (bonding) or external (bridging) social ties. (Ryan et
al. 2008b) makes a clear point here by arguing that is not only the ethnicity
that matters when differentiating between weak and strong ties. They
arg e, for in ance, ha in ome ca e
nlinke in important ways11 ho ld
go beyond the existent assumptions and consider also determinants as
gender or class.
In sum, it is important to acknowledge that social capital created within
religious organizations is greatly influenced by the broader social,
economic, political and cultural contexts. In addition, its construction is
also affected by the type of relations established within the organizations
themselves and the nature of values learnt and internalized in the process
of religious participation.
In the migration context, religion as social capital denotes the available
resources that can be obtained by migrants from being involved in a
religious organization r religious activites (Gallagher 2014a). The intricate
relation between social capital and religion in the migration context gained
prominence in he 50 and 60 deba e on migran
in egra ion in he
American context. The main idea was that religion can be a vehicle for
inclusion in various structures, which further leads to adaptation to the
mainstream society (Zhou, Bankston and Kim 2002, Gordon 1961). Along
these lines, Orsi (1996) explains how religious communities provided
11

As used in the work of Putnam (2000)
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migrants with a space and the necessary resources to make sense of their
migration experience and help redefine their identities in the host country.
In a different setting, Min (1992) exemplifies the case of rotating credit
unions in the Korean Catholic Church to foster entrepreneurial activities.
Ho e er, i
a P nam (2000: 66) phra e fai h comm ni ie in hich
people worship together are arguably the single most important repository
of ocial capi al and o her imilar a er ion in he academic li era re12
that revitalized the debate on social capital creation for migrants in the
religious settings. In a study on Chinese immigrants in New York, Guest
(2003) showed that church-going migrants can obtain easier housing,
employment opportunities and food due to the ties developed within the
religious community they were attending. Besides providing support to
find employment, religious organizations can also help during hard times
characterized by unemployment or during the transition to employment
(Foley and Hoge 2007). Some authors argue that social capital cultivated
within religious communities in destination countries is instrumental in
integration, facilitating access to information and social networks to
newcomers who do not speak the language of their new country
(Hirschman 2004) (Foner and Alba 2008). (Gallagher 2014a) argues that
religious congregations act as spaces for the creation of networks that allow
generation of information, guidance and a sense of belonging, identity and
support.
However, not the entire literature on religion as social capital positively
describes it. (McGrath and Murray 2009) research on Brazilian immigrants
shows that participation in e hnic religio
er ice doe n pro ide
bridges to the outside groups, while Passarelli (2010) argues that going to
mainstream / non-migrant churches is more likely to lead to the
acquisition of bridging social capital in comparison to attending tightlyknit migrant religious churches. In similar lines, Foley and Hoge (2007)
observes that socio-economic characteristics and status of the members of a
certain religious association is important for the types of resources
available within that group.
Religion as social capital has been for long used as a key concept to
understand migration of Polish to the UK, with a extensive body of
literature on its role in various migration stages (White 2016). (Ryan et al.
For instance, Le i and Hej manek (2009:92) arg e ha for migran
by fai h are b far he mo po erf l genera or of ocial capi al .
12
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2008a) observes that many Poles attend Polish Catholic churches looking
for and obtaining information, social support and religious guidance. The
networks developed by Polish migrants in thee religious settings were
found by (White and Ryan 2008) to be used rather used in a instrumental
way with little intention to create deeper connections. (Gill 2010) argues
that in many cases the Polish Catholic Church rather provides more social
services than religious ones especially for the low skilled Poles living in the
UK and this situation leads to a exodus of the higher skilled Poles from the
Church activities. Similar findings were observed by (Gill and Bialski 2011)
who argues that Polish migrants from lower socio-economic groups tend to
rely more on weak associational ties comparing with their co-ethnics in
higher socio-economic groups.
However, far less attention was given to younger age-groups Polish
migrants which is an under-developed research area. Typically, the young
Polish migrants in the UK were absent in the academic debates on religion
as social capital in migration settings. This is a surprising situation for a
number of reasons. First, as (Ryan et al. 2008a) explains, there is a plethora
of religious associations and activities across the UK in which many Polish
young migrants are involved, such as Polish Saturday Schools, Scouts
associations, various discussion groups / clubs within established Polish
Community Centers or the Polish Catholic Parishes. Some of these
associations became so successful that young people had to stay on the
floor due to unavailability of places (White and Ryan 2008). Second, in the
literature on social capital and youth, there is an increasing tendency to
give to the young people agency as recent research has shown that migrant
youth were observed to create and maintain their own social capital
(Weller 2010). Yo h o n ocial capi al a highligh ed in e eral
die
as especially significant for migrant youth as it was found to shape their
identity and sense of belonging in the majority culture (Moskal 2014).
Nevertheless, (Ebstyne King and Furrow 2008) observes that religious
youth share higher levels of social capital and argues that through religious
involvement young people have access at intergenerational relationships
which are seen in the literature as rich sources of social capital. Third, in
several studies was highlighted that Polish migrants living in the UK
(especially the ones from lower socio-economic groups) tend not to expand
their networks beyond the local Polish community (Ryan et al. 2008b).
However, similar observations were made in other studies where Polish
parents living in the UK were seen to encourage their children to spend
time with other Polish peers in Polish associations such as Polish Saturday
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School and Polish Catholic Church organizations (PUSTU KA 2014)(Sales
et al. 2008). In this context, to ask how social capital is created among
young Polish migrants living in the UK becomes essential to better
understand Polish migration to the UK.
Method
This paper draws from a research project at Babeș-Bolyai University in
Cluj-Napoca, Romania. The main aim of this ongoing research project is to
compare the formation of social capital among Polish and Romanian youth.
Departing from the existent research on the social capital formation among
young people in post-socialist countries, this project expends its focus on
Polish and Romanian youth living in other countries than their origin ones.
In this sense, it allows not only a comparison of two different groups of
youth living in two different countries but the same group of youth living
in different countries. For the Romanian case was chosen Spain as a
comparison group while for the Polish it was chosen UK. The main reasons
behind this decision was that in both cases there was living one of the
biggest groups of Polish / Romanians.
The project works with a mixed-methods research approach. In the
quantitative side, existent databases resulted from local or international
surveys are used to explore the main determinants if social capital
formation among youth in post-socialist countries. In the qualitative side,
we were involved in fieldwork in various communities in four countries:
Romania, Poland, Spain, and the UK. During the fieldwork in these four
countries we were interested in the religious organizations in a very broad
sense were youth are actively involved.
The current paper draws from participant observations and semistructured interviews with 12 priests, leaders of associations, and young
Polish migrants living in the UK. The qualitative interviews and participant
observations were gathered in 2016 and 2017. The fieldwork was
conducted in 3 localities and 4 Polish Parishes and the religious
associations working around these communities. The 3 localities included
in the study were relatively closely located. In the interviews and
participant observations, I asked about the background of that respective
religious association (short history, membership, attendance, leadership,
aims, values, activities, etc.), the activities (if any) dedicated to the young
people, the day-by-day life as a Polish migrant in the UK (questions about
socio-demographic background, experiences of discrimination, Brexit,
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future plans, etc.), the type of networks developed by youth within the
religious associations and beyond them, the type of resources created
within these networks, the collaboration with other (non)religious or
(non)polish organizations, trust level, identity, etc. All the interviews were
conducted in English and for about half of the interview proposals I was
refused especially due to the lack of sufficient English language skills. The
entrance points in the field were particularly difficult. This happened
especially due to the lack of accurate or updated information in English
about the Polish Parishes, the relatively lack of English skills among Polish
migrants living in the UK, or the lack of Polish-Romanian migran
interactions.
Polish migrants
associations

outh social capital formation within religious

It is estimated that more than half a million Poles moved to the UK after
2004 Poland adherence a the EU in a relatively short period of time in
comparison with other migrant groups. The Polish migrants in the UK
have been initially portrayed in a number of studies as young, single and
transient while in the last period they were seen as settling in the British
society and bringing their families to live with them (White 2016). The
massive arrivals had significant impacts on many parts of the British
society, but especially it transformed the Catholic Parishes in the UK
(Trzebiatowska 2010). As increasing numbers of Poles settled in the UK,
they started to search for masses in their native language and many Polish
Catholic Churches emerged in the UK (Gill 2010). However, Polish Catholic
Churches existed in the UK long before 2004. As father Pawel explains,
Polish migration to Britain and the establishment of Polish Catholic
Mission and of several Polish Catholic Churches in the UK dates back to
1940s when they played an important role for the anti-communist fight
e peciall b
ppor ing he Poli h go ernmen -in-e ile . Ho e er, i a
after April 2004 when Poland became part of EU when the number of
Polish Catholic Churches increase to over 150 and spread all over the UK.
Besides the religious activities such as baptizing or Communion the
Polish Catholic Church became an important source for social services and
various forms of support for many Polish migrants. What is especially
interesting in this case is that a significant part of the non-religious services
provided by the Polish Parishes are focused on young Polish migrants and
their development. In this way, besides the Polish Catholic practices where
youth are specifically involved such as serving during masses - the Polish
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youth can attend a number of other activities and organizations structured
around the Polish Catholic Church.
Y hae
bab he b gge g
a
g he ch ch a e de
f
ac
e a e ded ca ed
he
h
We
he P h Sch
he outh
ca a e d
c b
d c
a
c f
he de e
e
a
Sunday over 60 youth had part of their first Communion which was a beautiful
ce e
f
ed b a a a
a
f
ha ea
ed
he
Polish Scouts which is a very strong organization and works very close with the
Ch ch
.
In all the Polish Parishes I have been visiting during the fieldwork I
encountered 3 types of religious associations in which Polish young
migrants were constantly involved. Polish Saturday Schools is one of them
and the first to be mentioned in the interviews when asked about youthspecific activities or associations within the Catholic community. The role
of the Polish Saturday Schools (or as it is named in the interviews - Polish
Schools) is to be a complementary education where pupils can attend
Poli h lang age cla e , Poli h hi or and geograph , Ca holic religio
education, and so on. The pupils, both boys and girls, are all Polish or of
Polish origins and sometimes from mixt Polish families. The teachers in
charge with the classes are as well Polish or of Polish origins and besides
them there is limited interaction with adults as part of the program.
Oftentimes the classes take place in the churches but sometimes (due to
increasing number of pupils attending) in other buildings rented by the
local community. Contrary to what other researchers observed in their
studies (White 2016), in the case of Polish Schools I encountered Polish
migran
o h coming from bo h po - ar and po -2004 arrived
migration families. However, the interactions between youth and adults in
this setting is rather limited to the teachers and almost no interactions exist
with other Polish associations outside their community, other immigrant
associations or British ones.
F a e
g
g
e13 we had a Polish School attached to this particular
ch ch
The c
ga he ed a
d h ch ch a
e e ed
in religious aspects but also on identity, language and culture so they decided to
e ab h h ch
The
e bac ha
a he f
eache
b
he
school grew so we had to move some of the classes in another building while some
ca e e e
he d
he e a a a ea
a ed b
B he ch
e
13

The exact number of years was taken out of the transcriptions for anonymity reasons.
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growing so we had unfortunately to move it totally in a d ffe e b d g
The e a e c e
a
d 300 ch d e
h g
Sa da
The c a e a e
h gh
P h
A second category of religious associations structured around the Polish
Catholic Church is constituted by the various clubs organized within the
congregation. The role of these clubs is to discuss and debate various topics
of interest for youth, such as contraception, drug or alcohol abuse, social
media addiction, moral values. family life, marriage preparation, and so
on. These clubs are usually organized by a Polish adult person weekly and
sometimes more often. It is quite common to invite speakers (usually adults
but sometimes youth as well) from outside the (religious) community, such
as from other migrant groups living in the UK, British, and so on to talk
abo
ario
o h i e . I i al o common for he cl b member o
organize or participate in international or local gatherings, conferences,
marches or various religious and non-religious celebrations in the UK,
Poland, or other countries (e.g. World Youth Day, sport competitions, etc.).
Czeslaw, one of the organizers of the youth clubs, is also in charge with the
organization of the World Youth Day which celebrates the Catholic youth:
F
e
a
a e c
ec
f
g e e
h
church is involved in a very big project which is happening every year in {name of
the city} which will bring a lot of children from all over the Polish communities in
he UK
he e
be
c e , a and craft events, theatre, competitions
e
ga e c ache
he e e e
a ed 13 ea ag
h 300
e e b a ea he e e e
e ha 5000
The third type of religious organization observed is the Polish Scouts. As
Marta, one of he Poli h Sco
o h leader e plain , Poli h Sco
are
an independent Scouts Association which operates in the UK but it is
separated by the British Scouts Association. It is part of the Polish Scouting
Association International Council (Naczelnictwo) which is present in
several countries, such as France, the UK, Canada, etc. There are no
common activities between the Polish Scouts in the UK and the British
Scouts but the Polish Scouts in the UK have common activities with the
Polish Scouts in Poland or with the associations in the countries were
Polish Scouts are present. Usually there are separate activities for boys and
girls, each group has actually their meetings and events even though
sometimes some activities are hold together. This is the smallest group in
terms on members comparing with the other two types of associations and
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most of the members are also involved in both Polish Schools and the
clubs. Even though not explicitly assumed, the membership in the Polish
Scouts is reserved to the Polish youth able to speak Polish.
ha e ee he
b
f
he P h Sc
ce d e ed a he
e a ce f he ch ch
h he d a
b
Sc
, he P h Sc
, e
d
a cae
h he E g h c
, e a e d ffe e , e a e e a a e
a
year it was the international meeting of the Polish Scouts in Canada where some of
a ca
e be
ee
ed
The three types of religious associations Polish Schools, Polish Scouts and
the clubs - provide a broad range of activities that foster social networks
among the Polish migrant youth who participate. Within these religious
association, most of the activities are held among peers and there is little
interaction with non-Poles or the Polish migrants who don a end he
Catholic Church. There is limited interaction with adults and when
interactions exit, they are taking place rather in a hierarchical setting and
on very specific topics. However, it can be observed that even though there
are only Polish youth involved in these associations, they came from
different socio-economic backgrounds, different age groups, and distinct
migration trajectories ch a po - ar and po -2004 arri ing
migrants.
Table 1: size, type of social network
and the available types of resources
Size
of
networks
Polish Saturday Extensive
School
Polish Scouts
Medium

Discussion
Clubs

formed within religious associations

Limited
Extensive

Type
networks
Bonding
Bonding

of Resources
Informational
Companionship

Bridging (age)
Bonding

Socializing
Emotional
Instrumental
Bridging
(age Socializing
and ethnicity)

Limited

It is only the case of the Discussion Clubs that foster bonding social
networks among peers (people who are like them in some significant ways
in this case age and ethnicity) but also bridging social networks with
people who are unlike them in some important ways (age and ethnicity)
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but the size of the networks is rather limited in the case of bridging social
ties. In the case of Polish Scouts, most of the social networks are mainly
created among youth who are similar and the size of the networks is
medium while there are also limited bridging social ties based on age. At
the Polish Saturday School, the size of the network is extensive while the
diversity of the social ties is quiet reduced. As in the example of Marek
below, one of the youth attending the discussions clubs:
E e
he da -to-day activities of the club, together with colleagues from mixt
backgrounds or from Polish backgro d , I d
fee a e, I d
fee
a ed,
is very important to belong, it is one of the most important question on my mind
he e d I be g, h a I, d I ha e a ch ce, d I a e a ch ce be
British against my family, or do I make a ch ce be b h?
In general, the literature on social capital assumes five types of resources
that are available within the social networks created via religious
associations. For instance, (Gallagher 2014a) argues that religious
congregations act as spaces for the creation of networks that allow
generation of information, guidance and a sense of belonging, identity and
support. (Ryan et al. 2008a) also distinguish five types of resources which
can be found within social networks in the case of Polish migrants living in
the UK: emotional, informational, and instrumental (practical) support, to
which they add also companionship, and socializing. In this research,
rather the types of resources exemplified in the second research were
identified. The availability of these resources was, however, differentiated.
While the bridging social ties created as part of the Polish Scouts and the
Discussion Clubs provided socializing activities and people to socialize
with, the bonding ties created within the Polish Saturday school were used
for information, the ones from the Polish Scouts for companionship, and
the ones from Discussion Clubs for emotional and instrumental support.
W h he he
f c b, e
ee age
he ca be b gh
he a d
ab
a
b
ea P e a e

.
a

de to these children, to these
,
e ec g G d a d
ab
be g a ea ge e a a

Conclusions
Responding at the call of (Ryan et al. 2008b) to avoid using a generalized
notion of social capital but rather to differentiate between the various types
and levels of resources available within social networks, this study
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suggests that an important part of activities held by the Polish Parishes in
the UK are focused on and dedicated to the youth. The religious
associations created around the religious communities
the Polish
Saturday School, the Polish Scouts and the Discussion Clubs - provide a
broad range of activities where youth can be involved and where the
young people can create social ties. However, despite providing relatively
extensive social ties, the types of social networks created whiting the
religious associations are mostly bonding, between young people coming
from similar age groups, ethnic groups and socio-economic backgrounds.
Just in the case of Polish Scouts and and in the case of Discussion Clubs,
limited bridging ties could be identified between, for instance, the Polish
youth and Polish adults.
Contrasting the work of (Gill and Bialski 2011; White 2016), this research
don
ee a epara ion of he old and ne
arri al or of he Poli h
migrants from lower and higher social groups when forming social
networks. Young Polish migrants from all these categories closely work
together in the activities of the religious associations. However, what seems
to be important when talking about bridging or bonding social ties is the
age. The study also identifies five types of resources that young Polish
migrants living in the UK can find within their own social ties formed in
the religious organizations. It is interesting to note that the bridging social
capital is mostly used for socializing purposes, the bonding social ties
provides various forms of support, from information to instrumental or
emotional.
However, the result of this study should be used with caution. Especially
due to its qualitative research design, the results cannot be generalized to
he hole
d pop la ion. The re earch al o ook place aro nd he Bre i
referendum and the public debates it was surrounded so this might
ignifican l affec he re ponden an er . Ne er hele , here ere a
number of xenophobic incidents happening in the same period and some of
them oriented against the Polish community living in the UK which may
also had an impact on the type of answers and behaviors were publicly
made available. Another significant limitations comes from the relatively
limited number of localities and religious communities taken into the study
and their relative geographical proximity. Further research on the social
capital formation among migrant youth in religious settings should also
consider the other religious organizations (non-Catholic) attended by
Polish migrants while research in Polish language could also overcome
some barriers.
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